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Implemented
CONNECTIONS

1. ZTE modem support.

APPLICATIONS
2. ‘PocketPlayer’ application design is changed;
3. New icons & backgrounds for ‘PocketPlayer’ playlist elements are added;
4. ‘Add URL’ option to play network stream video in ‘PocketPlayer’ application is added.

MULTIMEDIA
5. Support of internal subtitles;
6. Indication of chosen audio track in video player;
7. Opportunity to open network stream (by URL) in the video player’s interface.

OTHER
8. ‘Reboot’ item was added to ‘Device turning off ’ menu window and ‘Reboot’ icon was 

added to ‘Global action’ menu;
9. License agreement only with ‘OK’ button;

10. Internal and external SD cards can be substituted;
11. Czech and Slovak locales are added.
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Fixed
READERS

1. Current page is not displayed after reopening PDF/EPUB;
2. Text to Speech (TTS) panel is closed after rotation;
3. PocketBook Reader sometimes can’t open PDF/EPUB books;
4. The language of TTS changes to eng (English United States (female)) from other 

languages and the menu disappears after rotating device.

SETTINGS
5. Default display time-out is changed to 2 minutes;
6. Silent mode works incorrectly;
7. The device hangs up when the SD card is inserted or removed.

CONNECTIONS
8. The force closed box pops up when the ‘Discoverable time’ is set to ‘Never’ in ‘Blue-

tooth settings’;
9. Preferred networks are set to ‘GSM/WCDMA (automatic mode)’ by default;

10. ‘Emergency call’ option is excluded.

APPLICATIONS
11. Fixed error at choosing thumbnails/list in ‘Library’.

MULTIMEDIA
12. All the FM radio functions are useless after sleeping for more than 15 min;
13. The subtitles of previous video are also displayed in next video after scrolling;
14. The music player is force closed when AAC audio files are played;
15. Sometime *.mkv and *.avi stream video can’t be played by hardware codecs;
16. Fixed playback freezing after changing audio stream;
17. Sometime the wrong thumbnail of picture, taken by camera, is displayed;
18. The subtitles processing in ‘PocketPlayer’ is improved;
19. The volume of sound is regulated in the ‘Silent mode’, and ‘Silent mode’ remains 

turned on.

OTHER
20. Fixed wallpaper displaying;
21. PBI2 unpacking isn’t stopped after screen locking.




